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CAREERS EDUCATION POLICY

Philosophy
1. At AGFS our Careers Education programme is an integral part of the preparation
of pupils for the opportunities and experiences of adult life. Its central concern is
equipping pupils to manage the choices, changes and transitions affecting their
future education, training, employment and life as adult members of an
international society and to instil the notion of life-long learning. The opportunity to
empower young people, regardless of socio-economic background, to grow and be
successful is at the heart of everything we do at AGFS. Our values of Ambition,
Growth, Fellowship and Scholarship permeate all school life.

“The greatest danger for most of us is not that our aim is too high, and
we miss it but that it is too low and we reach it”
Rationale
2. A young person’s career is the progress they make in learning and work. All
young people need a planned programme of activities to help them choose 14-19
pathways that are right for them. Our careers programme should enable pupils to:
•
•
•
•

Be more self-aware about their own skills, aptitudes, values, aspirations and
potential
Have a better understanding of education, training and future career opportunities
both within the UK and abroad
Make informed choices about their own continuing education, training and future
career paths
Develop career management skills of self-reliance, adaptability, flexibility, decision
making and problem solving
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1. Commitment
The school is committed to providing a planned programme of careers education,
information, advice and guidance for all students in Years 7-13 in partnership with
the Local Authority.
2. Statutory requirements and recommendations
The careers provision at AGFS is in line with the statutory guidance developed by the
Department for Education, which refers to Section 42A, 42B and 45A of the
Education Act 1997 and Section 72 of the Education and Skills Act 2008. This states
that all schools should provide independent careers guidance from Years 8 -13 and
that this guidance should:
• be impartial
• include information on a range of pathways, including university options or
apprenticeships
• be adapted to the needs to the student
a) In addition, the school is compliant with the careers guidance that the government
set out for delivery from 5 January 2018: ‘Careers guidance and access for education
and training providers’ as well as ‘Careers Guidance and Inspiration for young
people in schools.’ This states that all academies must give education and training
providers the opportunity to talk to students about approved technical qualifications
and apprenticeships. The guidance details instruction that students from year 7
should have an encounter with an employer. Further information relating to
exposing students to training providers is set out later in this document, under
Provider Access.
3. Entitlement
The Careers programme is designed to meet the needs of all students at Ark
Greenwich Free School regardless of race, gender, disability, sexual orientation and
religion. It will be tailored as required to meet the needs of any individual with any
disabilities to be totally inclusive.
It is intended that all pupils in years 7-13 should be able to:a) Understand the importance in careers of effective decision making in allowing
the students to develop as a person and be independent in the future.
(b) Assess his/her strengths, weaknesses, preferences and limitations and to
relate these to the choice of career.
(c) Appreciate the qualities that are of interest to employers.
(e) Understand the patterns of employment, both nationally and locally and how
continuing changes take place by the introduction of technological innovations,
self-employment etc.
(f) Assess the effect of occupation on lifestyle.
(g) Identify what gives job satisfaction and what causes the reverse.
(h) Acquire full and up to date information about the careers he or she is
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interested in.
(i) Unless a pupil precludes themselves, take part positively in an agreed period of
Work Experience.
(j) Understand the educational opportunities at 14+ & 16+ locally.
(k) Understand the educational opportunities at 18+ nationally.
(l) Understand the various academic and vocational qualifications, their
limitations, and suitability to career choice.
(m) Appreciate the changing patterns of vocational training and entry to work
through, for example, Modern Apprenticeships. To hear from a range of local
providers about the opportunities they offer, including technical educational and
apprenticeships-through open events , assemblies, group discussions and taster
events.
(n) Appreciate the increasing need for employee mobility and the need for
adaptability at a time when employees can expect to retrain several times in their
working lives.
(o) Recognise and research the sources of job vacancies and how to evaluate
these.
(p) Be able to know how to make a good application for a job or training and to
conduct himself or herself well at interview.
(q) Understand the important role of the Prospect Service both in and beyond
school.
4. Students with Special Educational Needs or Disabilities (SEND)
a) Transition from one key stage to another and onto careers is part of the action plan
for a student with SEND.
b) Personalised support from the SENCO and Local Authority under the conditions of
the September Guarantee, careers leader and external bodies is used where
appropriate.
5. Students in receipt of Pupil Premium funding
a) Personalised support will be given to these students and they will receive an extra
careers appointments in Year 10.

6. Management of provider access requests:
a)

Procedure

A provider wishing to request access should contact Mrs Leasa Neville, Careers
Leader, lneville@arkgreenwich.org
b)

Opportunities for access

A number of events, integrated into the school careers programme, will offer
providers an opportunity to come into school to speak to pupils and/or their
parents/carers.
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c) Premises and facilities
The school will make the main hall, classrooms or private meeting rooms available
for discussions between providers and students, as appropriate to the activity. The
school will also make available any specialist equipment to support provider
presentations. This will all be discussed and agreed in advance of the visit with the
Careers Leader.
Providers are welcome to leave a copy of their prospectus or other relevant course
literature with the Careers Leader. The students will have access to these documents
at break time, lunch time and after school.
7. Young People Not in Education, Employment or Training
Between March 2016 and February 2017 153 16-18-year-old students were classified
as NEET in the Royal Borough of Greenwich. AGFS remains adamant in its
approach not to allow any student to slip through the net and thus adding to these
statistics. Our disadvantaged and vulnerable students will, alongside their peers, be
tracked forensically for career opportunities and will have support provided for by
the local authority and the SENDCo. The careers offer will be tailored in order to
address the individual needs of each student in order to allow the student to
optimise on opportunities that are right for them.
8. Gatsby Benchmarks:
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9. AGFS response to the Gatsby Benchmarks:
The Gatsby Benchmarks are a world class standard for a Careers information and
guidance provision and AGFS will endeavour to ensure that all 8 benchmarks are
delivered to an excellent standard. The school will have a differentiated programme
to ensure smoother progression through activities that are appropriate to students’
stages of ‘career learning’, planning and development. The offer will be confidential,
impartial and integrated into their daily curriculum diet. The programme will be
inclusive to ensure all stakeholders are fully equipped to deal with the challenges
that face them after leaving the school.
10. 5 Year Careers curriculum map
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The Careers Provision at AGFS will stream from Curriculum, Drop Down Days,
Enrichment, Tutor Time & External/Community links.
11. Monitoring, Review and Evaluation
The AHT will work alongside the independent careers advisor to develop a Careers
Development Plan. The school will track destinations, trips, talks, fairs that the
students are exposed to.
The Careers provisions and Partnership agreements with external providers are
reviewed termly. Evaluations are carried out through the school’s self-evaluation
process and through student and parent surveys.
12. This policy should be read in conjunction with the following policies:
• Curriculum Policy
• Single Equality Scheme
• Teaching and Learning Policy
• Trips Policy
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